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ASYMPTOTICALLY OPTIMAL ERROR BOUNDS
FOR QUADRATURE RULES OF GIVEN DEGREE

H. BRASS

Abstract. If the quadrature rule Q is applied to the function /, then the

error can in many situations be bounded by As(ß)ll./"^lloo , where ps{Q) is in-

dependent of /. We obtain the asymptotics of these numbers for the Gaussian

method gj? (« = 1 > 2, ... ) with very general weight functions and show that

Ps{Qn) is (asymptotically) an upper bound for ps(Q), if Q is any quadrature

rule with the same degree as Q% .

1. Introduction

Let / denote a fixed given functional on C[- 1, 1] of the form

/[/] := /   f{x)k(x)dx    with ¿€ £[-1,1], k>0,   f   k(x)dx>0.

The numerical computation of I[f] is often done with the help of "quadrature
rules" Q ; these are functionals of type

n

Q[f] '■= Yl û"/(x")    with a" ̂  ° ' -1 < *i < • • • < ** < 1.
1/=1

The error is the functional R := I - Q. The degree of Q is the number

deg[ß] := sup{m : R\^m\ — 0} , where ¿Pm denotes the space of polynomials of

degree < m . The most interesting quadrature rules are the Gaussian rules Q®,

which are characterized as rules with n evaluation points and degree 2« - 1.

We are interested in error bounds of the type

\R[f]\<ps(Q)\\f{s)\\

(|| • || means the sup norm throughout this paper), that is, in the numbers

Ps(Q) := sup{|*[/]| : / € JTS),       X := {/ : ||/W|| < 1}.

We shall determine the asymptotics of ps(Q^) and shall prove that these num-

bers are (asymptotically) upper bounds for ps{Q), if deg[Q] = deg[ô?] •

As an illustration we cite a special result: Let k = 1 and let Q\,Qi,... be
a sequence of quadrature rules with deg[ßm] > m — 1. Then we have

mlim mPi(Qm) < \ = Jim w/>,(ßgw+1)/2J).
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786 H. BRASS

If we make the further assumption that Qm has m evaluation points, then

we have mp\{Qm) > 1 (see, e.g., [1, p. 242]). Hence, all quadrature rules

of interpolator type (Gauss, Lobatto, Radau, Clenshaw/Curtis, Filippi, ... )
are of similar quality with respect to p\, and there is only little improvement

possible if we would use the best rule (which is not of interpolatory type and

will give poor results if applied to functions of high smoothness).

To be more precise, we define

Ps,m.= sup{#j(ö) : deg[Q] > m),        1 < s < m + 1.

With suitable assumptions on k we shall prove

(1.1)        lim msps,m = lim msps(Qf,m+i)m) = (2n)sI[hs] / \Bs(x)\dx,
m—>oo m—>oo ^   T "   ' Jr.

where we have used the notation

COS(27T/ZX - jJTS)
(1.2) h(x):=Vl-x*,       Bs(x):= -2£

The restriction of Bs to (0, 1) is identical with the Bernoulli polynomial (see,

e.g., Hämmerlin and Hoffman [8]).
Formula (1.1) gives the asymptotics of ps<m if s is fixed, but there are many

error bounds which use an increasing order of derivatives. For this situation we

shall prove: If / e {0, 1, ... } is fixed, then

..     2"'+V + l)!                            2m+l(m+l)\ ,_G
m™  -^772-Pm-M.m - „hm  -^772-Pm-l+l(QKm+l)/2])

(L3) r   (l rl ±h&Lj \

/CO

\Dl[e~x2]\dx,        D[f]:=f.
-co

with

2. The results

Theorem 1. Let Q\,Qi,... be a sequence of quadrature rules with deg[QTO] >

m ; then we have

lim msps(Qm) < (2n)sI[hs] f \Bs(x)\dx,       h(x) = y/T^ X2.

In the special case s = 1, this theorem is given in [4]; under the further

assumption k = 1 an asymptotically sharp bound is given in the same paper.

The constants

4 ~   (_i)"(i+l)

are called Favard constants; they are used in our next theorem.
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Theorem 2. Suppose v is continuous on (-1,1) and M := iní{v(x): - 1 <

x < 1} > 0 holds. Let Q\, Qi, ■■■  be a sequence of quadrature rules

n

Qn\f\'.= ^Ov ,nf{Xv ,n)
v=\

with

(2.1) lim n~l\{xv<n :x„ „ < t}\ = /   v(x)dx

(|{---}| means the cardinality of {•••}) ; then we have

hmnsPs(Qn)>{2n)-sKsI[v-<].
«—►CO

The condition (2.1) is satisfied for the Gaussian method Q% («=1,2,...)

with v(x) := n~l(l - jc2)-1/2 (and for the Lobatto method and the Radau

methods) if k > 0 a.e. (see, e.g., Freud [7, Theorem 9.2]).

If 5 is odd, then we have

(2.2) Ks = {2n)s ¡ \Bs{x)\dx;
Jo

for the proof, use Bs{x) ¿ 0 if jc e (0, ^), see [8]. With the aid of (2.2) we
obtain by a combination of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 as a main result of this

paper:

Theorem 3. Let s be odd, and suppose k > 0 a.e. Then (1.1) holds.

If s is even, then (2.2) is not true, and we have as a weaker substitute for

(1.1)

(2.3) KsI[hs] < lim msps m < íírn msps m < (2n)sI[hs] [ \Bs(x)\dx
m->oo m^°° Jo

if Ac > 0 a.e. However, the ratio of the bounds is < 1.027.

If we make stronger assumptions on k, we can prove (1.1) also for even s.

We have to use the following theorem of Petras [10]:

Theorem. If there is a constant M and a polynomial x with zero set N :=

{-l,ii.ím, 1} such that

t2(x) < k{x) < M{1 -x2)~l/2,       xe[-l, l]\N,

and if k is continuous on [-1, 1] \ N, then we have

lim nsps(Q°) = nsI[hs] Í \Bs(x)\dx.

As an immediate consequence we have

Theorem 4. The relation (1.1) holds under the conditions of the theorem of Petras.

We turn now to the case of increasing s. Here we have
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Theorem 5. If ¡[x{\ - x2)~1/2Ink{x)dx exists, then (1.3) holds.

With the added hypothesis k = 1, the exact values of pm+l ;m are obtained

in [6], [3]; with the same hypothesis, the asymptotics of pm-i+\{Q?tm+i)m) is

given in [5].

The proof of Theorem 1 uses two results on the degree of approximation by

(ordinary or trigonometric) polynomials, which are of independent interest. We

use the notation

2   /"'
àv[f]'-=—l   f{x)Tv{x){\ - x1) xl2dx    with Tv(x) := cos{u arceos x),

x J-i

and state

Theorem 6. If f £¿%¡, then there exists a sequence Po, Pi, ...  with

(i) pn € &n >

(ii) \f(x)-p„(x)\ < (2n)'{n + l)-°(s/T^y ¡¿ \Bs(u)\du + 0(n~s-1),

(iii) âv[f\-âv[pn] = 0(n-s-1), i/ = 0, 1,....

The O terms hold uniformly in 3£s.

We shall need some further notations:

£Fn := <t: t(x) = ^2(a„ cos vx + ßv sin vx) ; av , ßv e R > ,

lfn \   r
aÄft ■= - I    f(x)cos(vx)dx, bu[f] := -       f{x) sm{vx) dx.

n J_n n J_n

We can now state

Theorem 7. Let f be a 2%-periodic function with a bounded sth derivative.

Then there exists a sequence to, t\, ...  with

(i)   tn^Jn,

(Ü)
-1

c\\ : c €\\f-tn\\<-^ylo \Bs(u)\dumf{\\f{s

(iii)
\auU-tn\\ = 0(iT,-1)inf{||/<fl -c\\:ce

IM/- Ml = 0(n-s~l)inf{||/(^ -c|| : c €

If s is odd, then (i), (ii) is the well-known theorem of Favard, Achieser and

Krein (see, e.g., Timan [12, p. 289]) and the method of proof leads to (iii) too.
Therefore, we shall restrict ourselves to the proof of Theorem 7 in the special

case of even s.

3. Proof of Theorem 7

Lemma 1. Let s e N be fixed.   There exists a sequence un   (= un>s)   (n =

1,2,...) such that
(i) un € &n ,

(ii) a0(u„) = 0,
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(iii)

a,[Bs(-)-un}=0(n-^),       ^^

h[Bs[—)-un]=0(n-s-1),

(iv) The function Bs(j¡) — un changes its sign on (0,27t) exactly at the zeros

ofBs((n + l)^).

Proof. Let 5 be even. (The lemma holds for all s e N, but for our purpose

we need it only for s even.) The function Bs has two zeros £1 G (0, 5) and

£2 = 1 -íi on [0, 1] ([8, p. 280]). We define the functions u„ of the lemma
by

n

un{x) := ^au^COS/U,

A=l

2(-l)(*+2>/2     y,  sin((i/ + l)2»fr)

ax'n'- {2nyun{2nc;x)¿oa {v(n + l) + Xy '

Then (i) and (ii) are true. After some work we get from the above definitions

ai lBs (¿) - ""]

2(-iy'2 f^2cos(u2nii) 1_ 2(-l)'/2 /y,2cos(t/27

(2ny     \^>  (v{n + 1))*      sin^jriO

x f £sin((i/ + 1)2ä{i)((i/(/i + l) + X)-* - (v(n + I))"*)
00

w=i

CO

- £ sm((u - \)2n^){{v{n + 1) - A)"' - ("(« + l))-4) 1J •

The first sum is (-iys+2^2(2n)s(n + l)-'Bs(Çi) = 0; the second sum can be
bounded by

=(-+irË-'(1-(.+^)"')
OO 2

< {n+l)-sYv-°   .       ,. = 0((« + I)-'"1);
v        y    ¿-^      i/(n + l)       u        '

for the third sum we use the same method, and (iii) is proven.

For the proof of (iv) we use the notation

xß,i:=(/* + &)-—£, ¿i = 0,1,...,h; 1 = 1,2.

These are the zeros of Bs((n + 1)¿) on (0, 2n). Verifying

Bs(^f)=un{xßJ), n = 0,l,...,n; i =1,2,

is a rather long but elementary task.
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If d := Bs(^) - un had zeros different from Xpj, or if one of these zeros

would not be a point of sign change, then d would have at least 2« + 3 zeros

on (0, 2n). But then d', d", ... , î/(î_2) would also have at least 2n + 3 zeros

on [0, 2n) (Rolle and periodicity), whereas rf(s_1) would have 2«+ 2 and cY(i)

would have 2« + 1 zeros. But this is a contradiction because of 0 ^ d^ e !Tn .

Thus we have (iv).   D

Proof of Theorem 1. Using the un from Lemma 1, we define

(3.1)

tn(x) := iflo[/] - (2x)'-> J * un(x-y)f^(y)dy

= xflolil + (-l){s+2)/22s-l7tsy£ax^s(ax[f]cos(Xx) + £>,[/]sin(Ax)).

¿ x=\

Then (i) of Theorem 7 is evidently true, and (iii) follows easily from assertion

(iii) of Lemma 1.
If / is 2n-periodic and has an 5th derivative, then we have

(3.2) f{x) = \aQ[f] - (21er1 [U Bs (^) f(s){y)dy;

this is a special case of the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula. Combining (3.1) and

(3.2), we get

f{x) - t„ix) = - (2*r ' fn (bs (ç^f) -Mx- y)) fi*{y) dy

= - (2*r ' ̂  (^ (¿) - ««(*)) /(i,(* - *) ¿*•

The first factor of the integrand has mean value zero; therefore, we can deduce

(3.3) ||/- /„|| < (2*rX j^ \Bs (¿) - "«(z)| ̂ ll/™ - c|| >

where c is any constant.

We use now assertion (iv) of Lemma 1 :

r \b* (¿) - M"(z)idz=\r i* (¿) - M-(z))sgn5í ((w+1}¿) *

The second factor of the integrand has period h := -^ ; hence we obtain

fin

i IMé)-"»^2
= /t(^(^)-^ + ,«))sgn5s((«+l)¿)^

We apply now

tB-(^) = (»+')'-'*(("+')é)
K=0 V '
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(the "multiplication theorem") and

n

J2un(z + Kh) = 0
K=0

(an identity holding for all u e S^) and get

/ * \Bs (é) ~ Un{z)\ dz=(n+1)1_s/ \Bs 0"+^¿)| ^

= (« + 1)-'2jc / |Ä,(x)|rfx.
./o

Combining this relation with (3.3) gives assertion (ii) of the theorem.   G

4. Proof of Theorem 6

Lemma 2. Let f 6 J?s ; //ze« i«ere ex/si 2n-periodic functions h, j, t such that

(4.1) /(cosy) = AC) sin5 y + >(y) + i(y)

wifA
(i) inf{||AW-c||:c6R}< 1,

(ii) ||/î+1)|| < consta, where const$ does not depend on f,

(iii) tes;.
Proof. We begin with Taylor's formula:

»-> /•*
/(rj^^'/W^ + tî-l)!-1 /   f^{u){x-u)s-ldu.

If we put x = cosy and substitute « = cosw , we get

i-i

/(cosy) = £ i/r'/^O) cos" y - (5 - l)!"1
i/=0

/«/2
/    /(î) (cos í; ) (cos y - cos v )i_ ' sin v dv,

Jnll

Using the notation

g := (cosy-cos(-))i_1 sin(-)   and    ho := f^s\cos') - ^aolß'^icos •)].

we obtain

î-1

/(cosy)= Yiv\-1fW{0)cos"y-Lo[f{s)(cos.)](s-l)ri f g{v)dv
»=o L J*'2

(4.2) _(5 _!))-! f   h0{v)g(v)dv
Jnll

=:t(y)-(s-l)V

ln/2

1 /    h0(v)g(v)dv.
Jnll
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We proceed with 5 partial integrations and denote by «1, «2, ... , hs the suc-

cessive primitives of «0 with mean value zero. We obtain

f ho{v)g{v) dv = [hlg- h2g' + -••• + i-iy-lhsg{s-%2
Jn/2

+ i-iy [y hs{v)gW{v)dv.
Jn/2

Using induction, we get easily

gW{v) = (cosy - cosv)s~i~K{s - l){s - 2) ■ ■ ■ {s - k) sinK+1 v

+ j{cosy-cosv)s~K{s-l){s-2)---{s-K + l){K +l)/csin'c~1 ucosv

+ (cosy -cosv)s~K+1TKtS

with TK tS e ^_i. Hence, we have immediately

gW(y) = 0,        k = 0,1,...,í-2,

g<í-')(y) = (í-l)!siníy,

and with a simple computation

gW(y) = i(s+ l)!sini_1ycosy.

From all this we get

f ho{v)g(v)dv = t{y) + (-iy-1{s- l)\hs{y)smsy
Jn/2

y
i-iy f hs{v)g^(v)dv

Jn/2t/2

with ?e^. If we substitute this equation in (4.2), we arrive at (4.1) with

t = t-{s-iy.-rt,     h = {-iyhs,

j(y) = (-l)s+l(s-l)\-1 f hs{v)g^{v)dv,
Jn/2

and assertions (i) and (iii) are evident. In view of

fiy) = (-l)s+l(s-l)rlhs{y)g^(y) = (-1)î+1±î(s+ l^^sin'-'ycosy

j(s+i) existS) and we have \\js+l\\ < const-max{||/zo||, ... , ||AS||}. But observe

that hK has mean value zero; therefore, ||AK|| < 27t||AK_i|| and ||/i+1)|| <

consti \\h0\\ < 2const!. This is assertion (ii).   D

Proof of Theorem 6. We represent /(cos-) as in (4.1). We approximate h
by t„s G ^n-s according to Theorem 7. The function j in (4.1) can be

approximated by tn eá7¡¡ according to Jackson's theorem, so that we have

(4.3) ||; - t„\\< constn~s~l.

Let

pn{y) := tn-s{y) sin5y + t„(y) + t(y).
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We have

|/(cosy) -p{y)\ < \h{y) - tn-s(y)\ sin5y + \j(y) - t„(y)\

2n
!y\ ! \Bs(u)

Jo
(—^— ]  |sin5y| /   \Bs(u)\du + constn's

Here, p is an even function (if not, replace it by its even part); therefore the

substitution y = arccosx leads immediately [pn := p„(arccos-)) to assertions

(i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.
The proof of assertion (iii) starts with

(4.4)        av\f - pn] = au[f'(cos •) - pn] = av[{h - tn-s) sin5 •] + av[j - t„].

We have the identity

a„[gsins•] = J] [axaw[g] + ßibw[g]),
í=u— s

where a¿, ßx denote some constants. Using this identity and assertion (iii) of

Theorem 7, we obtain

av[{h -tn-s) sin5 -] = 0(«-i"1),

and this gives the bound for the first term in (4.4). The second term can (using

(4.3)) be bounded by ||a„|| \\j -t„\\ < 2consth-*-1 .   D

5. Proof of Theorem 1

Let / e 3PS, and choose pm according to Theorem 6. Then we have

\I[f] - Qm[f]\ = \I[f-Pm] - Qm[f-Pm]\
<\I[f~Pm]\ + Qm[\f-Pm\]

i\IV-P^\+(-m^n)   Qm[hS]j   \Bs(u)\du

+ \\Qm\\0(m-s-i)

with h{x) = vT^2 . We now use ||ßm|| = ßm[i] = 7[i] = ||/|| and Qm[f]

I[f] (this follows from deg[ßm] —> oo) and obtain

\Hf]-Qm[f]\< {j^)S J[hs]j \Bs(u)\du + o(m-s) + \I[f-pm]\.

It is now only necessary to prove that

(5.1) lim ms\I[f-pm]\ = 0
m—»co

holds uniformly in Xs.
For every positive e there exist numbers y\, ... ,yr such that

Jo
k{cos í) sin í-^ yv cosvt

v=0
10

If we substitute x = cos t, the same formula reads

dt <£.

f kw-^Ml-x2)-1/2^*)
J-\\ n¿rk

dx <e.
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This means that the functional
r

i*U]:=Y<y»ä»w
i/=0

approximates the given functional /; more precisely,  \I[f] - I*[f]\ < e\\f\\.
We have

\I[f-Pm]\<\(I-r)[f-Pm]\ + \nf-Pm]\

<e||/-P«ll + S^0"!/-/'«]
i/=0

and if we apply Theorem 6 (ii) and (iii), then we have proved (5.1).   D

6. Proof of Theorem 2

Lemma 3. Let a < x\ < x2 < ■ ■ ■ < xn < b. Then there exists

g 6 3Ts\a, b]    with g{xv) = 0 (i/ = 1,..., n),

gWia) = gW{b) = 0   (2 = 0, 1, ... ,5- 1)

and
fb   , , .        (b-a)s+lKs

Proof. Motornyi [9] established the existence of a function g e ^[0, 2tt] such

that we have g{xv) = 0 for given points 0 < x\ < ■■ ■ < xn < 2n and

L 2izKs
g{x)dx >

Jo   "-■'-■--    n*

We apply this theorem to a situation where we have added 5 further points

y\,... , y s near 0 and s further points z\,... , zs near 27r to the fixed points

X\, ... , xn . If we now let y„ —» 0 and z„ -> n [v = \, ... , s) and use

compactness arguments, we obtain the existence of a function ge^[0, 2n]

with g{xv) = *W(0) = gW{2n) = 0 (i/ = 1,..., n ; A = 0,..., s - 1) and

L 2nKs
g{x) dx >

Jo   6V  '      - (n + 2sy

The lemma now follows by a simple transformation.   G

Proof of Theorem 2. Fix e > 0. There exists a step function t > 0 with

(6.1) I   \k{x) - t{x)\dx< e

Denote by -1 = ¿¡0 < £i < • • • < <Jm = 1 a partition of [-1, 1] such that all

Riemann sums of the integral

J := Í  t(x)(v{x))-s dx

which are based on this partition are contained in the interval [J - e, J + e].

There are partitions of this type; we may even add the further hypothesis that

the knots of t are a subset of {£0, • • • , £m} •
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If gn e 3FS has the zeros xv,„  [v = \, ... ,n), then we have

-i

Ps(Qn) > I[gn] >   /     g„(x)t{x)dx-e\\gn\\

= Y/t(^ + °)J     gn(x)dx-e\\gn\
(6-2) m_, ,+

i/=0 ■="

We construct a function g„ piecewise on each of the intervals [ÇM, ̂+1] by

an application of Lemma 3. The points x\, ... , xn of the lemma consist of

the points xv,n situated in [^,^+i] together with some added points, which

guarantee that the distance between adjacent points is < dn~x, where d is a

positive constant. This can be done with r«(^+i - Ç^/d] + 1 extra points;
therefore, we have not more than

nÇn+i_£r
/•i/j+i

+ \ + n v{x)dx(l +o(l))
J¡„d

= n(^+l-^){d-l+v(tll,))(i+oil))

Knii^-^M^il+d-'M-^il + oil))      (^e[i„U)

prescribed zeros in [¿¡ß, í^+i]. From Lemma 3 there now follows the existence

of gß,„ e^stéii, ^+1] with

We have shown: If n > n0(e), then

I   g"'n{x)dx^^-&)(2^(i + d-\M-iyie ZvitiM)Y '

n = 0, 1,..., m— 1.

We put gn(x) := ^,n(x) if x 6 [iM, ̂ +i] and obtain g„ e ^ . In view of the
definition of the £,,, we have

m-\ ,f

/Ji,

£ í(í„ + 0) +  /        gn{x)dx

/¿=0 JZp

Ii_(flJWLdx
d-lM-lyns \y_, {v(x)y> (1 -«),*, x /,—j 1 ,^ is—    /    , / ss ¿*-e

and by virtue of (6.1) we arrive at

X,r(i„ + 0)/     g„(x)¿x
(6.3) a=o ^

> (1 - e),„ s .1—5',,. ,s—(/[«"'] - M~se - e).
-K        J{2n)s(l+d-lM-lynsy L     J ;

Let x be fixed. Then there are zeros y\,... ,ys of gn with

sup{|x-y„| :v = \,...,s}< —.
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Since gn G 3?s, we have | dvd(x, yx, ... , ys)[g„]\ < £ , where dvd(- ■ • )[gn]

means the divided difference of gn for the indicated points. The well-known

expression of dvd as a linear combination of gn(x) and gn{yv) leads to

\gn(x)\<^J[\x-yv\<^i-\

and thus we have

(6.4) l*»ll <
J_ fsd
s\ m

We substitute (6.3) and (6.4) in (6.2) and get

Ps(Qn) > (1 - e)-
K<

{2ny{l+d-lM-iyns

if n > no{e). This implies

ljmnsps{Q„)>{l-e)

{I[v~s] - M~se .      1 fsdV

{2ny(l+d-lM-iy
(I[v~s] - M~se \       1 fso

-e)-e-[ —
d\s

This relation holds for any e and for any d ; therefore, the assertion of the

theorem follows.   G

7. Proof of Theorem 5

Our starting point is the expansion in Chebyshev polynomials

1 °°
/^äoLfl + EM/jT;.

i/=i
This expansion is uniformly convergent if / has a bounded derivative, that is,

in all cases of interest in this paper.
If Q satisfies deg[0] > m , then we have

R[f] = âm+i[f\R[Tm+l] + R £ àv[f\Tv
v>m+\

hence

|aw+i[/|Ä[rm+1]|-||Ä|i £  àvWTv
v>m+\

<|Ä[/H<|aM+i[/]Ä[rM+i]| + ||Ä|| E  à„[f]T„
v>m+\

and thus, using ||.R|| < 2||/||,

sup{|âm+1[/]| : / e JTm-,+1} sup{|,R[Tw+1]| : deg[ß] > m}

(7.1) -2||/||suPi
\v>m+\

< Pm-M,m <-1"

£  àu[f]Tv /eJT„m-l+\

)
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We need the following results from [2]:

sup{|âm+1[/]|:/eJTm_/+i}

ml/2(7.2)

(7.3)

Cl

sup
(

y/ñ2m{m+ 1)!

: f eJfm-i+\

(l + o(l))       (m->oc,   fixed).

£  âu[f]Tu
v>m+\

m(/+l)/2
Q+i -(l+o(l))       (m->oo, /fixed),

v/7r2m+1(m+l)!'

For the estimation of the remaining term in (7.1) we use the following the-

orem of Markoff and Krein (see, e.g., [6, Theorem 6]): If deg[ô] > m and

/(m+i) > o, then

pLo
•K(m+3)/2 R{m+\)/l[f\--

RRa(+D \n{-R[f]-) RRa{~l) f
{m+2)/2ÍJ JJ (IK{m+2)/2V ¡>

m odd,

m even,

where RG , R10, _RRa(+1>, i?Ra(-i) denote the errors of the quadrature rules

of Gauss, Lobatto, Radau with abscissa +1, Radau with abscissa -1, and the

indicated number of evaluation points.

We apply this theorem to / = Tm+i and obtain

|H[rM+1]| < \Rspec[Tm+1]\

where i?spec is the error of one of the specified quadrature rules. We assume

Rspec = R]t+i)n ; in the other cases the proof is similar.

Denote by q the orthonormal polynomial of degree mf^- associated with the

weight function k*{x) := (1 -x2)k{x), and denote by ôm its leading coefficient.

The abscissas of Q}%+3y2 are the zeros of q*{x) := [x2 - l)q{x). Hence we

have

(7.4) Ry° Trr       l _ omjî—2 »Lo i„*„i _ ~imx-2 jf „*„-\ _     im^-2

Szegö ([11, p. 302]) proved

{m+3)/2[Tm+i] = 2mo-2R\„]+i)/2[q*q] = 2"S^I[q*q] = -2môn

(7.5)

Using

ôm = n-m2ím-m exp
,   2nJ_

lnkjx)(l-x2)

vT^x2
dx) (1+0(1))

{m —» oo).

/

1 ln(l-x2)
dx = 2      Insint dt =-2nln 2,

Jo

6m = w-i/22("+1)/2exp (-¿ f  lnk{x)

-i  vT^x
we can write (7.5) as

Combining this with (7.4) gives

lnA:(x)

dx   (1 + 0(1)).

l*S+3)/2Fm+I]| = | exp (L^^Mfdx^J (1+0(1));
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we arrive at the same result, if R»" e {Rfm+l)/2> Rffl2y2> ^¿ip) • There-

fore, we have

(7.6)   swp{\R[Tm+l]\ : deg(ß) > m] = |exp {LJ^^M^Ldx) (1+0(1)).

Substitution of (7.2), (7.3), and (7.6) in (7.1) gives us immediately the asymp-

totics of Pm-i+m m > and the proof shows that the bound for the error is attained

for the Gaussian rule.   G
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